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Introduction. Information about the integral representations of finite groups

has been obtained to varying extents. For Z the ring of rational integers and G

the cyclic group of prime order, the ZG-modules were studied by Diederichsen

[3] and Reiner [11], who showed that there were finitely many indecomposable

ZG-modules and determined them completely. The finiteness of the number

of indécomposables in the case where G is cyclic of order p2 was shown, for p = 2,

by Troy [16] and for any p by Heller and Reiner [5] and by Knee [8], while

Oppenheim [10] and Knee [8] established the finiteness of the number of indé-

composables for G cyclic, of square free order. Heller and Reiner [5; 6] and

Jones [7] established that the number of indecomposable ZG-modules is finite

if and only if all p-Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic of order at most p2. Here,

as well as throughout this paper, we shall mean by a ZG-module one which

is finitely generated and Z-free.

In this paper we shall classify all finitely-generated S-free SG-modules where

G is the dihedral group of order 2p, p an odd prime, and S is Z or Z2p the semi-

local ring formed by the intersection of Zp and Z2, respectively the rings of p-inte-

gral and 2-integral elements in ß the rational field. Z2p = {r/seQ: (s,2p) = 1}.

Taking 0 to be a primitive pth root of unity, we shall denote by K = Q(9) the

cyclotomic field of degree p — 1 over ß and by K0 = Q(9 + 9~l) the real subfield

of K. R0 and R shall be the integral closures of S in K0 and K, respectively.

Letting I) denote the group of automorphisms of K with fixed field K0, we may

form A the twisted group ring of h with coefficients in R.

§1 of this paper is devoted to a characterization of R-projective A-modules

of finite R-rank. The results of this section are then applied in the second section

to show that there are precisely 7/t + 3 nonisomorphic, indecomposable SG-

modules where h is the ideal class number of R0. In §3 it is shown that although

a Krull-Schmidt theorem is not obtainable for SG-modules, invariants may be

obtained which determine an SG-module up to Z2pG-isomorphism. The final

section deals with projective SG-modules. Here an isomorphism is established

between the projective class gioup of SG and the ideal class group of R0.
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1. Modules of the twisted group riug. The group h of automorphisms of

K having fixed field K0 is of order 2 with generator a where ad = 0-1 the complex

conjugate of 0. We shall henceforth denote 6"1 by 6. It follows that ax = x for

every xeK. The twisted group ring of h with coefficients in R is given by

A = R + Ra where airl + r2a) = fxa + f2 for rx + r2a eA.

Every A-module can be regarded as an R-module. We shall call a A-module M

R-projective if M is a projective R-module.

Proposition 1.1.   Every R-projective A-module is A-projective.

Proof. Let M be any A-module which is R-projective. Let <p:R-+A be the

natural map. Define M^, = A®RM where aiX®m) = aX®m for A g A, meM.

Since M is R-projective, M$ is A-projective [1, p. 30]. Consider the exact sequence

of A-modules

(1.1) 0->kerg-»M¿ÍM->0

where g(A ® m) = Xm. Take p = 0/(0 + 0), a unit in R such that p + p = 1 and

define f:M -> M^ by /(m) = (1 ® pm) + (a ® pam). f is a A-homomorphism.

For any meM, gfim) = gil ® pm) + gia ® piam)) =pm + apam=pm +pm = m,

whence the sequence (1.1) splits. It follows that M is isomorphic as a A-module

to a direct summand of the projective A-module M¿ and is thus A-projective.

Any ideal / in A, considered as an R-module, is a submodule of the free R-

module A. Since R is dedekind, R is an hereditary ring and / is thus R-projective.

By Proposition 1.1 I is A-projective. This establishes

Proposition 1.2.   A is an hereditary ring.

It follows that every submodule of a free A-module is a direct sum of modules,

each isomorphic to a left ideal in A [1, p. 13]. It remains for us to characterize

the ideals in A.

Definition. An R-ideal A in K is said to be ambiguous if and only if A = Ä,

that is, if and only if whenever x e A, x e A.

Since a is the automorphism of K given by ax = x for each x e K, an am-

biguous ideal in K can be considered as an ideal of A of R-rank one under the

action of a given by ar = f for re A. Conversely, any A-module J of R-rank

one is isomorphic as an R-module to an R-ideal A in K. Since axel for each

xel, the isomorphism is an isomorphism of A-modules if and only if ar = re A

for each re A. We have thus shown
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Proposition 1.3. An ideal I in A has R-rank one if and only if I is A-iso-

morphic to an ambiguous R-ideal in K.

Now assume / is any ideal in A having R-rank two. Consider I* = K0(g)RoI.

I* is a module over A* = K0 ®RoA s K + Ka, where ax = xa for xeK. Since

K0 c K is the fixed field of a, A* is the crossed product algebra of K over K0

with respect to I). It follows that A* is a simple algebra over K0 and, in fact, a

simple ring with minimum condition. Thus any A*-module is isomorphic to a

direct sum of minimal left ideals of A* and all minimal left ideals of A* are iso-

morphic. In particular, if K is made a A*-module by defining (Xi + x2a)x

= x^x + x2x where xeK and xt + x2aeA*, we see that K, being a field, is an

irreducible A*-module. It follows that any A*-module is isomorphic to a direct

sum of copies of K, that is, there exists a X-basis for I*, (eue2), such that

I* s Ket ®Ke2. Let I2 = I r\Ke2. I2 is invariant under the action of a and

is thus a A-submodule of / having R-rank one. By Proposition 1.3 I2 is isomorphic

to an ambiguous R-ideal in K. I/I2, considered as the quotient of two A-modules,

is a A-module of R-rank one and hence is isomorphic to an ambiguous R-ideal

in K. As such it is A-projective. It follows that the exact sequence of A-modules,

0-»/2->/->J//2->0

splits and I/I2 is isomorphic to a direct summand of /. Hence I is isomorphic

to a direct sum of two ambiguous R-ideals in K. We have shown

Theorem 1.1. Every ideal I in A is A-isomorphic to either an ambiguous

R-ideal in K or a direct sum of two ambiguous R-ideals in K, depending on

whether I has R-rank one or two.

Let us now chaiacterize ambiguous R-ideals in K.

Definition. Two ideals A and B in K will be called real-equivalent if and

only if there exists an aeK0 such that A = Bu.

Real-equivalence is an equivalence relation on the set of ambiguous R-ideals

in K. We have immediately

Lemma 1.1. Two ambiguous ideals in K yield isomorphic ideals in A if

and only if they are real-equivalent.

Proof. Let A and B be ambiguous R-ideals in K which are A-modules under

the action ax = Jc for x e A, ay = y for yeB. Let </> be a A-isomoiphism of A

and B. Since $ is an R-isomorphism, it must be given by multiplication by an

element aeK, that is, B = Aol and <p{x) = xa.eB for xeA. Isomorphism as

A-modules implies a is real since a<J>(x) = <j)(ax) if and only if jcoc = xä, that is,

if and only if a = ä which implies ae K0. The converse is trivial.

Since for any ideal iciCwe may find an element zeS c K0 such that Az c R,

we may now restrict our attention to ambiguous ideals in R.
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Lemma 1.2. An ideal in R is ambiguous if and only if it can be written

in the form (1 — 0)eWR where W is an ideal in R0 and e = 0 or 1.

Proof. Let A c R be an ambiguous ideal and consider its factorization into

prime ideals in R. If P is a prime ideal and P | A, then P\ A, and we have the fol-

lowing two possibilities:

(i) P ^ P. In this case P and P occur to the same exponent in the factorization

of A, so that A has a factor (PPf for some integer e > 0. We can write PP = VR

for some ideal V ez R0.

(ii) P = P. Then since PP = VR for some ideal Kc R0, P2 = VR and F

cannot have more than one type of prime ideal divisor in R0. If Fis not prime

in R0, then V=W2 where W <=. R0, W is a prime ideal and P = Wi?. If, on the

other hand, V is prime in R0, VR = P2 implies that V ramifies from K0 to K.

The only prime which so ramifies is p, whence P = (1 — 6)R and P2 = VR.

Combining (i) and (ii) establishes the lemma in one direction.

Conversely, for any Y a R0, Y = Y. Then YR =YR and since (1 - 0)/(l - 0)

is a unit in R, (1 - 0)YR = (1 - 0) Y£ = (1 - 0) • [(1 - 0)/(l - 0)] YR implies

that (1 - 6)YR - (1 - 0)YÄ.
We note that (1 - 6)eYR and (1 - 6)eXR are real-equivalent for e = 0 or

e = 1 if and only if X and Y are in the same ideal class of jR0, and further that

XR and (1 — 9)YR are never real-equivalent for any ideals X and Y a R0. We

thus have

Theorem 1.2. There are precisely 2h nonisomorphic, indecomposable,

A-modules of R-rank 1. These arise from the ambiguous ideals of R where h

is the ideal class number of R0.

If {U¡: 1 r¿ i S h} is a complete set of representatives of the h distinct ideal

classes of R0, then {U¡R, (1 - 9)U¡R: 1 ^ i ^ n} is a complete set of represen-

tatives of the classes of real-equivalent ambiguous .R-ideals in K. We note we

may choose the set of U¡ for i = 1,—,« suchthat [/¡-i- Uj = R0ioi i #j. Further,

since (1 - 6)U¡R = (0 - Q)U¡R, we may choose our 2h nonisomorphic, inde-

composable, A-modules to be given by t/¡J? and (0- 9)U¡R for l^i^li where

a-u = ü for  ueUtR and  a(B-B)u = -(8-6)ü for (B-d)ue(B-9)U¡R.

Our above remarks have already established

Proposition 1.4. If I and J are ideals in A of R-rank one, then

I^(B- eyUiR and ;s(5- e)eiU¡R, l <¡ i, j ^ h, where s¡ and Zj are each

either 0 or 1. I and J are A-isomorphic if and only if i=j.

Lemma 1.3. // U¡ and U¡ are representatives of distinct ideal classes of R0,

(B - OyUiR + (B- eyjUjR S (0 - ey'R + (B- eyjUiUjR where e¡ and Ej may

each be taken to be either 0 or 1.

Proof.   Ü", and V¡ may be chosen such that l/¡ + I/, = jR0- Then there exist
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a el¡i and ß e U¡ such that a + ß = 1. The map </> defined by 4>(x,y) = (x + y,

ßx - ay) for (x,y) e(9 - 9)e UtR + (B- 0)'UjR where e is fixed as 0 or 1 is a

A-isomorphism of (0 - 0yu¡R + (8 - Ö)eC/,R and (0 - 0)*R + (0 - ff)'UtUjR. If
£j ?¿ £,-, since (0 — Q)2 Uj is a member of the same ideal class of R0 as Up we can

choose Ut suchthat U¡ +(0- 0)2l/,. = R0. Then there are a e U¡ and j? e (0 - 0)2[/,-

such that a + ß = 1. The map <f> of i/,R + (0 - 9)UjR onto R + (0 - 0)C/,U,R

given by <£(x,.y) = (x + y,ßx — ay) for x e U¡R and j e(0 - Q)UjR is a A-iso-

morphism of the two direct sums.

We remark at this point that if S is the semilocal ring Z2p, then R0 and R,

being dedekind domains with only finitely many prime ideals, are principal ideal

domains and h = 1. In light of this remark Lemma 1.3 is trivially true for the case

where S = Z2p.

Lemma 1.4. If M = Z"=1(0 — 0)*'1/¡R where each e, = 0 or 1 and Ut is an

ideal in R0, then the class o/n>"=i^» 'n ^o 's an invariant of M.

Proof. Considering HomA(R,M) as an R0-module, we see that

HomA(R,M) = ÎIj © ••• ©^IB where %, 1 g i ^ n, are ideals in R0 and the class

of n¡"=i9I¡ in R0 is an invariant of HornA(R,M). On the other hand, Horn is

an additive functor so that

HomA(R,M) s   Z HomA(R,(0 - 0)8' U¡R).
i = l

If/eHomA(R,(0-0)eTJiR), / is determined by /(l)e(0- OyUfi. Since

«/(I) =/(« • 1) =/(l); /(l)eX0 hence HomA(R,(0 - 9)' UtR) s (0-0)' UtRnK0

under the mapping /-»/(I). But (9-BY'U¡R r\K0 = p¡R0U¡ where p¡R0 is a

principal ideal in R0. Thus HomA(R,M)= Z"=iPjRo^i- I* follows that the

class of Y[% in #o is the same as the c^ass 0I" II^i *n ̂ o aQd the class of f]C/

in R0 is an invariant of M.

We note that if M = A, /eHomA(R,A) is determined by /(l) = r + fa for

r e R. The mapping r->r + fa =/(l) is an isomorphism of HomA(R,A) and R

as R0-modules. Since a/(l) =/(a • 1) =/(l), HornA(R,A) s R nK0 = R0. It

follows that the class of principal ideals in R0 is an invariant of A, that is,

(1.2) A^(B-9)'iR + (B-9),2R

where each of £1(£2 are 0 or 1.

It is now clear that any R-projective A-module of R-rank n is isomorphic as

a A-module to a direct sum of ambiguous ideals in R of the two types U¡R and

(0 - 9)U¡R. Note that if we choose basis elements ex and e2 such that aex = et

and ae2 = -e2, we may replace U¡R and (0 — 0)1/¡R by the modules [/¡Re!

and UtRe2 where a acts semi-linearly on an element of [/¡R. The action of a

considered as a semi-linear transformation on a A-module M having v factors
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of the type Vfie^ and n - v of the type [/¡Re2 is given by the diagonal matrix

M = diag[/„,-/„_„] where /„ is the vxv identity matrix and /„_„ is the

n-v x n-v identity matrix. We must determine when the two R-projective

A-modules M and JV are isomorphic. Clearly, since isomorphism as A-modules

implies isomorphism as R-modules, M and JV must have the same R-rank n.

Lemma 1.4 tells us the class of Y\Uiv in R0 is the same for M and JV. Now let v

and u be the numbers of summands of type ViRel in M and JV, respectively.

Let M = diag[Jtl,-/„_„] and N = diag[/„, -/„_„] and suppose «#d. Mis

A-isomorphic to JV if and only if there exists a unimodular matrix C over R such

that CMC_1= N where C = [yy] if C = [yy]. Let P be the maximal prime

ideal in the local ring RP, the integral closure of Zp in K. (0 — 0) is not a

unit in RP, whence 0 = 0 mod P, and C = C mod P. If C is unimodular

over R, C is unimodular over RP and CMC-1 = N mod P where C is

unimodular over RP/P. But RP/P is a field of characteristic p # 2 and such

a C cannot exist. Hence, M is not A-isomorphic to JV. It follows that the number

of summands of M of type [/¡R is an invariant.

Consolidating the results of this section we see that we have established

Theorem 1.3.   // M is any R-projective A-module of R-rank n,

Ms Z UivR+ ï(0-0)t//(R,
V=l 0=1

where C/iv, U¡it are ideals in R0 and the action of a is given by conjugation.

M is determined up to A-isomorphism by n,v,and the ideal class of (Y[VU iv)(Y[^U¡ )

in R0.

2. Indecomposable SG-modules. Let G be the dihedral group generated by

a and b under the defining relations a2 = bp= 1 and ab = b"~1a. We note that

SG is the twisted group ring S[tVJ + S[b]a. Taking <S>„(X) to be the cyclotomic

polynomial of degree p — 1 and R = S[0], we see that the correspondence b -> 0

induces an SG-isomorphism between SG/<t>p(b)SG and R+Ra=A, where b

acts on A as multiplication by 0 and aX = la for XeA.

Let M be any finitely generated, S-torsion free, SG-module. Define

M0 = {meM:Op(i>)m = 0}. M0 is a pure SG-submodule of M annihilated by

<Dp(b) and we can therefore consider M0as a A-module. Being a finitely generated,

R-torsion free A-module, M0 is A-projective. It follows from §1 that M0 is A-iso-

morphic, and hence SG-isomorphic, to a direct sum of ambiguous ideals in R,

M0^A^ + ■■■ + A„ where A¡ = (0 - 9)eU¡R for £ = 0 or 1 and a and b act on

Ai by conjugation and multiplication by 0, respectively. M0 is determined up

to SG-isomorphism by the number of ideals of each of the two types UtR and

(0 - 9)UjR, and the ideal class of [],"=i Zl¡ in R0.

On the other hand, since (b - 1) annihilates M/M0, M/M0 is an S[a]-module.
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It follows from [11] that M/M0 s S(r) + S'(s) -i- L(,\ where S, S' and L are de-

fined as SG-modules by

S :   ax = x, xeS,

S':   {xeS}   with ax= -x for xeS',

L :   {ix1ei + x2e2): x¡eS} with axie1 = x{e2, ax2e2 = x2ex,

the action of b being trivial. M/M0 is determined up to SG-isomorphism by the

numbers (r), (s) and (t) of each type of summand.

It is readily seen that the problem of classifying SG-modules reduces to one

of determining the extensions of    S(F) + S'(s) + L<() by At+ ■■■ + An.

For any pair of SG-modules X and Y, we can obtain from the S-module X + Y,

an SG-module denoted by iX, Y;F) by choosing a pair of homomorphisms

FgeHom^Y,X) such that gix,y) = igx + Fgiy),gy) where g = a,b. The pair

iFa,Fb) determine a map FeHoms(SG,Homs(Y,X)) which will be called a

binding homomorphism of X and Y. Clearly, due to the defining relations of G,

an FeHoms(SG,Homs(Y,.X)) is a binding homomorphism if and only if

(i) aFaiy) + Faiay) = 0,

(2.1) (ii) I bp-i-%ibiy) = 0,
i=0

(iii) aFbiy) + Faiby) = bp~ lFJ(y) - b'^F^ay),

for ye Y. The totality of all binding homomorphisms of X and Y B'Y,X) is

an additive subgroup of Homs(SG,Homs(Y,.30).

Definition. If X and Tare SG-modules and F, F'eBiY,X), we shall say F

and F' are strongly equivalent, denoted by F « F', if there exists an E e Homs( Y, X)

such that Fgiy) — Fgiy) = gEiy) — Egiy) for all y e Y, and g eG. We will say

F and F' are equivalent, denoted by F ~ F' if iX, Y;F) St SG(Z, Y;F').

Clearly, F x F' implies F ~ F'. We remark further that if (X, Y;F) is an SG-

module with FxO, then iX, Y;F)^X +Y (SG-direct sum).

We refer the reader to [13] for the proof of the following

Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be arbitrary SG-modules and F,F' eB'Y,X).

If there exist SG-isomorphisms a. of X onto X and ß of Y onto Y such that

O.F « F'ß, then F ~ F'. Further, if HomSG(X, Y) = 0, the converse is also true.

Strong equivalence is an equivalence relation under which R(T, X) may be

partitioned into classes of strongly equivalent binding homomorphisms. These

classes form an S-module customarily denoted by Ex4G(Y,JY). In order to

determine the extensions of M/M0 by M0, we shall first consider separately the

extensions of S, S', and Lby A¡. We shall adopt the notation Horn and Ext for

HomSG and ExtJG. Further, since in considering At = iB — 6)'U¡R, the  class
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of l¡i in R0 is of no consequence, we shall merely write A¡ or A[, depending

on whether e = 0 or e = 1. Note that for x e Ah ax = x, while for x e A[, ax = —x.

Treating SG as a left SG-module we obtain the exact sequences

(i) 0 -> / t'SG tlS->0,

(2.2) (Ü) 0 ^ I' t2 SG t2 S' -» 0,

(in) 0 -+ SG(b - 1) t3 SG t3L-+ 0.

(i) is obtained by taking </>x :SG-* S to be defined by 4>\ifl) = (¡>x(b) = 1. It is

easily verified that J = SG(b -1) + S(a -1). Taking <J>2(a) = -1, <p2(b) = 1, we

see that J' = SG(b - 1) + S(a + 1). To obtain (in) we observe that if

Y= S®p(b) + Sa<S>p(b), then T(Op(i>)) = e1,T(aOp(ft)) = e2isan SG-isomorphism of

Y and L. Taking tj.SG^Y given by r\(z) = z<Pp(ft) for zeSG, we see that

SG(ft — 1) is the kernel of n and

0->SG(6-l)^3 SG^Y-0

is exact. We need only take <p3 = xr\ to obtain (iii).

Lemma 2.1.    There exist S-isomorphisms

(i)   Ext(S,^)s(0)sExt(S',^),

(ii)  Ext(L,^)  S Ai/{9-l)Ai s Ext(S',X,),

(in) Ext(L,4) S 4/(0-IM/ = Ext(S,4).

Proof. (We shall prove the lemma only for Ext(S,A¡) and Ext(S,A¡'). The

proofs of the other results are similar.) Since SG is a free SG-module, we obtain

from (2.2) the exact sequences

(i) ••• -> Horn(SG,^)^-» Horn(I,A¿ -► Ext(S,A¡) -> 0,

il/*
(i') ■•• -> Hom(SG,4)^Hom(/,/i;)->Ext(S, ¿J) -► 0,

where i/ff arises from the inclusion map i¡/1 in (2.2) by (¡¡i*f)x =f(ir'i(x)) for

xel and/eHorn(SG,^4f) or Hom(SG,y4';)> as the case may be. It follows that

Ext(S,^¡) s Horn (J, ¿¡Vintage of \¡i* in (i) and Ext(S,4) S Hom(/,¿¡)/image of

\j/* in (i'). An/eHom(i,^i) is determined by its action on (a - 1) and (b — 1).

If f(a - 1) = x and f(b -l) = y where x, y e A[, then (b - 1) (/(a - 1))

=/((*> - l)(a- l))and(b- l)(a-l) = [a(èp_2 + fV"3 + ...+ 1)-1](¿ - 1) imply

that (0 — l)x = 9y — y. It follows that x depends wholly on the choice of y,

enabling us to specify/ by specifying f(b — 1) = y. Further, since y s y mod(l — 9)A'¡,

we have y(0 — 1) s 0mod(l — 0)^4,' and we see that our choice of y may

be arbitrary in A{. By associating / with/(fc — 1) = y we obtain Hom(I,A'¿) = A'¡.

Now consider ̂ ï(Hom(SG, 4)). Certainly Hom(SG,4) S A[. If he Hom(SG,4),
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(i¡/*h)(b - 1) = h(b - 1) = (b - í)h(í) and the image of i^fin (i') is isomorphic

to (b-\)A[. Since b acts as multiplication by 6, Ext(S,4)£ A¡/(6 - 1)4'.

Replacing A'¡ by A, and again using the relationship (b — 1) (f(a — 1))

= /((6-l)(fl-l)) for /e Horn (7,4), we obtain (0- l)x = -By- y. Then

y(\ + 0) = Omod(0 - 1)4 from which it follows that ye(0 - 1)4 and

Hom(I,4)£(0-1)4. Thus Ext(S,4)s(0- í)A¡/(d -1)4 S(0).
Since 4/(0 - 1) 4's 4/(0-1)4 S S/pS, we see that the number of ex-

tensions of S, S' or Lby 4 or ^i is» in all cases, either 1 or p. If there is only one

extension we have a decomposable SG-module. In the case where the number

of extensions is p, taking representatives of A¡/(6 — 1)4' to be given by

{jn0 : 0 ^ j S P — 1, noeA{,no$(0 — 1)4}» we shall denote the representatives

of the p inequivalent classes of binding homomorphisms so obtained by

Fu\ j = 0,-,p-l. We now consider (A\,S;FU)) for ; = 0,-,p-l. An

F e P(S,4) is determined by the action of the pair (Fa,Fb) on 1 e S. From (2.1(iii))

and the defined actions of a and b on S and A\, we have — Fb(Y) + 0F¡,(1)

=(B - l)Fa(l). It follows that Fa(l) and hence Ft is determined by Fb(i). We

shall choose FÍJ)(í)=jn0 for j = 0,-,p-l and show that Fü)~F(1) for

0 = ; = p - 1. Both S and 4 are irreducible SG-modules, hence Hom(S,4) = 0

and, by Proposition 2.1, we need only find SG-automorphisms a and ß of A\ and

S such that aP(1) x F^ß. This will be the case if and only if

(<xF(1) - FU)ß)(])e(0 - 1)4'. Take ß to be the identity automorphism of S and

a to be left multiplication by the u = (xx)1/2 with x=(0J-1)/(0-1) so that m is a

unit of R0 and hence of R. Then aP6(1)(l) - F(bJ)ß(t) = (u - j)n0 which, since

u = mod (9 -1) implies that (w -j)n0 e (0 -1)4 for 0 < j ^ p -1. It follows that

there exists up to isomorphism at most one indecomposable module arising

from an extension of S by A[.

To establish that (A'¡,S; F(1)) is indeed indecomposable we note that by Pro-

position 2.1 if F(1)~p(0) there would exist SG-automorphisms a and ß of A\

and S such that (aF(bl)-F^0)ß)(l)e(9 - \)A¡. But F(0)«(0) implies that

a(n0)e(9 — 1)4' Since a must be multiplication by a unit of R, n0e(9 - 1)4

a contradiction of our original choice of F(1). We have shown

Proposition 2.2. There exists one indecomposable SG-module arising from

an extension of S by A\. This module, denoted by (A¡,S;F), is defined by

{(x,y):xeA'¡,yeS} where the action of G is given by a(x,y) = (x + Fa(y),y),

b(x,y) = (dx + Fb(y),y).

Fb(y) = yn0, Fa(y) = y(-«„ + Bn0)/(B - 1) for n0 e A\, n0i(9- 1)4'.

In a similar manner, employing the same automorphisms a and ß, we can

show the existence of precisely one indecomposable SG-module of each of the

types (4,S';F), (4,L;F) and (4,L;F). In the case of the last two types we

need only note the class of FU), O^j^p-1, in B(L,A) or B(L,A') under
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strong equivalence is uniquely determined by (FlaJ\el),F(bJ\e2)) = (Jn0,jn0) where

n0eAh no<£(0 — Í)A¡ and n0$Pi for any prime ideal factor P¡ of 2R. In view

of the existence of only one indecomposable module for each extension of S,S'

or L by At or A[, we shall hereafter drop the F and refer to the nontrivial extension

only by the pair of modules involved.

We shall now determine the extensions of M/M0 by M0 which

yield indecomposable SG-modules M. Note that if M is any finitely

generated Z-free ZG-module, we can form the associated Z2pG-module

M2p = Z2p®zM. When S = Z2p, the class number h of R0 is one and

A( = R, A[ = (0 — 0)R = R' for 1 g i ^ n. In this case M0 simplifies to the form

R(u) -j- R'^. Since a theorem due to Reiner [14] tells us that M is a decomposable

ZG-module if and only if M2p is decomposable as a Z2pG-module, we shall for the

remainder of this section, except where it is expressly stated to the contrary,

assume S = Z2p.

Let M be an indecomposable SG-module. M is the extension of

S& + S'(,) + L(w) by Rw + R'{v). Since M is indecomposable, we cannot have

all of (s), (r), and (w) equal to 0 unless one of (u) and (v) is 0 and the other is 1.

Similarly if (i;) = (u) = 0 one and only one of (s), (r) and (w) is equal to 1 and

the other two are 0. Assuming now that neither all of (s), (r) and (w) nor all of

(u) and (v) are 0, we have

Case 1. w # 0. There are two subcases: (i) s = t = 0 and (ii) either one or

both of s and t are nonzero.

(i) If s = r = 0, M arises from the extension of L(w) by Rw + R'(v\ Letting

Zr=iSGx¡ be a free SG-module with basis {Xi,*"»*,»}. and adding w copies of

the exact sequence (2.2.(iii)), we obtain the exact sequence

w w w

0 ->   I   SG(b - l)x¡ ->   I   SGx¡ -   Z   Lxt -> 0.
; = 1 i = 1 ¡ = 1

Then Ext(L(w), R(u) + R'(v)) s Hom( ISG(i» - l)x„ R(B) + R'^tyimageof x*. Let

{fl1;---.a,,} and {bu---,bv} be bases for R(u) and R'(w) respectively such that

R(u) = Rfll © ■•• ©Ra„and R'(p) = R'ftj © ••• ©R'b„. An

F e Hom( I SG(f> - l)xf, R(u) + R'00)

is given by

F((b - l)Xi) =   I rjflj + t r'kibk,        1 g i g w, rßeR, r'kteR'.
j=l k=1

The class of F in Ext (L(w), R<u) 4-R''10) corresponds to a pair of matrices

Fp = (Pji) and F'p = (pki) where the entries p7¡ and pi, are in Ext (L,R) and

Ext(L,R'), respectively. In particular, since there is, up to isomorphism, only

one indecomposable module arising from each extension, Pj¡ and p'ki can be

taken to be either 0 or 1.

A change of basis of R(u), leaving a} fixed for some j ?¿ 1 and replacing at
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by at — Xa¡, will replace pß by (pn — Xpu), 1 g i íS w. On the other hand, since,

a change of basis of L(w) leaving Xi,x3,-",xw unchanged, but replacing x2 by

x2 - Xxu replaces (b - l)x2 by (b - l)x2 - X(b — l)xt and hence pJ2 and p'k2

by pJ2 — Xpn and p'k2 — Xpk\, respectively. We will identify F with its class in

Ext(L(w),R(u) + R'w) and speak of F(x¡) rather than F((b - l)x¡).

Consider first the (u x w) matrix Fp = (pjf). There must be a nonzero element

pu = 1 in the first row of Fp, since otherwise a factor of Rai would split off and

M would be decomposable. Renumber the basis elements of L<w) if necessary,

to place this element in the (1,1) position. We may assume hereafter pn = 1. A

change of basis of R(u) which results in replacing pJ1 by Pyi—Apxl where

X = pn is either 1 or 0 for 2^j^u can be performed. Fp now

will have all entries in its first column, with the exception of pn, equal to 0. By

changing the basis of L(w) we may now make the (1,2),••■,(\,w) entries 0. Re-

peating this process we may diagonalize Fp to obtain Fp = diag[/m,0]. If m < u,

a factor Ram+1 © ••• ©Rau would be a direct summand of M, contradicting

the indecomposability of M. Therefore, we may assume m = u, and

lgi^u,

M + 1 ^ Í ^ W.

We note that although the diagonalization process will change the values o

coefficients of the bks, these coefficients are elements of Ext(L,R')and, as such,

may be taken to be 0 and 1 ; thus we retain the notation p'ki for these coefficients

Now consider Fp-. If p = 0 (2.3) tells us that M = (R,L)(u) ©L(w_u)

contradicting the indecomposability of M. Thus assume v # 0. There exists a

nonzero entry in the last column of Fp, since otherwise Lor (R,L) would be a

direct summand of M, depending on whether u < w or u = w. We may renumber

the basis elements b1,---,bv such that p1'w = 1. A change of basis of R'(l,), re-

placing i>! by f>! — Xbk where X = p'kw, 2 ^ k ^ v will reduce the entries of

the last column of Fp, to 0 for 2 g k g v, that is, F(xw) = ôuwau + bt where

¿„ = 0 if u <w, öuw = 1 if u = w. A change of basis of L(w), replacing x¡

by (Xj — piwxw) for 1 ^ i ^ w — 1 will give us

V

F(x¡)  = a¡ - ôuwp'uau +   I p'kibk,       1 ^ i ^ u,
* = 2

v

(2.4) F(x¡)  = ôuwp'uau   +        I p'kibk,       w + láJáw-1.
* = 2

F(xw) =   ¿„„,0,, + ^!.

F(x¡) = a¡ +   Z p¿A,
(2.3) k = 1

V

F(Xi) =  Z p'kibk,

If m # w, ôuw = 0 and (2.4) becomes
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F(x¡) = a, + Z p'kibk,       l^i^u,

Fixa = I p'kibk, u + íúi = w-í,
k = 2

F(xw)= bu

whence a factor iR',L) is a direct summand of M. If u = w, öuw = 1 and (2.4)

is given by

i¿
F(x¡) = a¡ - p'ua„ +  Z PÍA,       1 á i á w - 1, '

t = 2

F(xw)= aw + V

Replacing a¡ by a(' = a¡ — pí¡an for 1 ^ i ^ n — 1 and taking a'n = a„ we finally

obtain

F(x;) = a¡+   I p'kibk, l^i = w-l,
k = 2

Fi*w) = a'n + bí

whence (L, R + R') is a direct factor of M. In either case M is now decomposable.

Thus if M is an indecomposable module obtained by an extension of L(w)by

R(u)+ r <(") we jjave max(ii,«,w) = l. We have already seenM is indecomposable

if w = 1 and one or both of u, v are equal to 0; or if w = 0 and one of u and v

is 0. That M is indecomposable when u = v = w = 1 follows from the indecom-

posability of the group ring (cf. [15]) and the fact that SG has S-rank 2p.

(ii) If w i= 0 and one or both of s and t is nonzero, then M is an extension of

Sw + S'(t) + L(w)by Rw + R'(v). Noting that by Lemma 2.1 Ext(S, R) =

Ext(S', R') = 0, we see that the class of an F e Ext(S(s) + S'(,) + L(w\ R(u) + R'(o))

is determined by the four matrices

Ft = (ty)(uxt)>

-Ft' = (Tij)(t.xs)>

fp — \Pij)(uxw)>

Fp' = iPij)tvxw)

with entries in Ext(S'.R), Ext(S,R'), Ext(L,R) and Ext(L.R'), respectively.

In particular, these entries may be taken to be 0 or 1.

We suppose first that M is the indecomposable module arising from an ex-

tension of S © Lby R'. The matrix representation of M has the form
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|-R'       1        1-

S 0

L

But Lis the extension of S' by S [11] whence, noting that Ext (S', R') = 0,

it follows after suitable manipulation of bases that M is determined by the two

matrices F = (x',j), i = l,j = l,2and£ = (p/j) with nonzero entries in ExtSG(S,R')

and ExtS[a](S',S), respectively; that is, M now has a representation of the form

-R' 1 1

0

S

o-

0

1

S'J

and F is the matrix corresponding to an extension of S(2) by R'. If

S(2) = Szt ®Sz2 and R' = R'bu P(zt) = bj and F(z2) = b%. A change of bases

to z\ where z[ = zt and z2 = z2 — zt makes F = (1 0) whence M becomes

(R',S)@L. A similar argument will show that the extension of S'©L by R

cannot be indecomposable. To return to the more general situation we suppose

we have the four matrices indicated in (2.5). Let the bases for R(u), R'(o) and L(w)

be as in (i) and take S(s) = Syx © • • • © Sys. Then identifying maps with matrices

F(y¡) =   Z x'k,bk, \<l<s,

(2.6)
* = i

P(x,.)=   Z Pijat   +   Z p'kJbk,      l^ji w.

There exists a nonzero element x'kl = 1 in the first column of Ft. since otherwise

Syx would be a direct summand of M. Renumbering the bk such that x'li = 1

and using the same process as in (i), we may diagonalize FT. to obtain,

F(yù = bt for 1 ^ / ^ m. If m < s, Sym+1 © ■•■ ©Sj;s would be a direct summand

of M. We may therefore assume m = s. (2.6) becomes

TO = K       l èl us,

V u

F(xj) =   Z p'kJbk +    Z
* = i i = i

s < v,

i^;'^w.

We note as in (i) that although p'kj may change under the diagonalization the

values remain 0 or 1. Now consider Fp.. Again the absence of a nonzero element

p'lk = 1 in the first row would cause (R'fc^Sji) to be a direct summand of M.
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Renumbering the xp if necessary, we place p[k in the (l,w) position. Fixing

xw and replacing Xj by x} — pi;xw for 1 ^j ^ w — 1, we obtain

F(yt) = b„

V u

F(Xj) =   Z p'kJbk   +   Z Pifii,        1 £j g w - 1,
* = 2 i=l

V u

F(xw) = i»! + Z p*,A + Z piwa,.
k=2 ¡=1

Thus an extension of S © L by R' appears in M. As we have already seen,

we may then split off (R', S), making M decomposable.

Case 2, w = 0. Then M is an extension of S(s) + S'(,) by R(u) 4- R'00.

The class of an FeExt(S(s) 4- S'(,), R(B) + R'(p)) is seen to be given by a pair

of matrices Ft = (ty) and Fr. «(ty) where T(yeExt(S,R') and t|,-eExt(S', R).

Use of the methods in Case 1 quickly results in the diagonalization of both of

these matrices to obtain the result that M is decomposable.

Allowing S to be Z or Z2p and returning to the notation A\ = (0 — 9)UiR

Ai = U¡R where U{ is a representative of an ideal class of R0, we see we have

established the existence of five types of indecomposable SG-modules arising

from nontrivial extensions of M/M0 by M0 :

(2.7)   (UtR,S'), (UiR,L), ((0 - 0)L/,R,S), ((0 - 9)UiR,L), (R + (0 - 9)UjR,L).

We can now state the following

Proposition 2.3. There exist h nonisomorphic, indecomposable, SG-modules

of each of the five types listed in (2.7). These are obtained by allowing U¡ to

range through the complete set of representatives of the h ideal classes of R0.

Proof. The existence of isomorphisms ([/¡R,S') s (UjR,S'), ((0 - 0)C/,R,S)

S ((0 - 9)UjR,S) or ((0 - 9)'UiR,L) s ((0 - 9)eUjR,L) for £ = 0 or 1 would

imply by Proposition 2.1 the existence of SG-isomorphisms and hence of A-iso-

morphisms of (0 - 9)eU¡R and (0 - 0)'^ for e = 0 or 1. We have noted in

§1 that such isomorphisms will exist if and only if l/¡ and U¡ are in the same

ideal class of R0. Similarly, if (R + (0 - 9)UiR,L) s (R + (0 - 9)UjR,L) where
U¡ and Uj are in distinct ideal classes of R0, we have a A-isomorphism of

R + (0 _ 9)U¡R and R -i- (0 - 9)UjR. Lemma 1.4 tells us that this is impossible.

We now have

Theorem 2.1. There exist precisely Ih + 3 nonisomorphic, indecomposable,

SG-modules where h is the ideal class number of R0. // {Ut:i = l,--,/i} is a

full set of representatives of ideal classes of R0, h of these indécomposables

come from each of the following types of modules: UtR, (0 - 0)í/jR, (U¡R,S'),
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((0-0)t/¡R,S), (1/¡R,L), ((e-9)U¡R,L) and (R-i-(0 - 9)U¡R,L), by taking
i= I,—,h. The additional three modules are S, S' and L.

3. Nonuniqueness of decomposition. The decomposition of an SG-module,

into indécomposables is certainly nonunique in the case where S = Z and ft ̂  1

since here we already have by Lemma 1.3

UtR + UjR ̂ R+ UiUjR.

Let us therefore consider the situation which occurs when S = Z2p. Since h = 1,

there exists only one ideal class of R0 so that nonuniqueness is not immediate.

If M is any SG-module, we may form the associated ZpG and Z2G-modules

Mp = Zp®sM and M2 = Z2®SM, respectively. For any two SG-modules M

and M', M^M' if and only if Mp £ Mp and M2 s M2.

Under extension of the ground ring from S to Zp, L decomposes into the direct

sum Zp©Zp'and it follows that (R,L)P s(Rp,Zp)©Zp, {R',L)P^{R'P,ZP)@Z'P

and (R + R ', L)p s (Rp, Z'p) © (Rp, Z'p). In extending S to Z2, we find that although

Z2, Z2, L2, R2 and R2 remain indecomposable, in each case our extensions of

Z2, Z2 and L2 by R2 and R2 split into direct sums of the modules involved. Thus

if M is an SG-module which has the decomposition M s (R,L)Q>(R',L) and M'

is an SG-module having the decomposition M's L©(R-i-R',L),

mp s (rp, zp) © zp © (r;, zp) © z; s m;
and

Ai2ïA2eL2©^®L2ïM;

whence M ^M' as SG-modules.

Although the decomposition of SG-modules into sums of indécomposables

does not even preserve the S-rank of the summands, we may still obtain certain

invariants for a direct sum decomposition. We shall make use of

Theorem 3.1 (Krull-Schmidt). In any decomposition of a ZpG-module Mp

into a direct sum of indécomposables, the indecomposable summands are

uniquely determined by Mp up to ZpG-isomorphism and order of occurrence.

Proof. Let ß* denote the p-adic completion of ß and Z* the ring of integral

elements in ß*. For any ZpG-module Mp, we may form the associated Z*G-module

M* = Z*®ZpMp. We have (Maranda [9]; see also [2]).

(3.1)   M*^M'P* as Z*G-modules if and only if Mp 3 Mp as ZpG-modules.

Further, since QRP, QZP, QR'P and ßZp are irreducible ßG-modules which re-

main irreducible under extension to ß*G-modules, a theorem due to Heller [4]

tells us that Mp is decomposable if and only if M* is decomposable as a Z*G-

module, The Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for Z*G-modules (see [12]). The

result now follows from (3.1).
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Now consider the following chart, which shall represent a direct sum decom-

position of M. The left-hand column gives the number of summands of each

type of indecomposable SG-module appearing in the decomposition. The two

columns on the right are corresponding decompositions for Mp and M2.

Number of

Summands M Mp M2

Sj S Zp                               Z2

s2 S Zp                               Z2

I L ZP®Z'P                            L2

r, R R„                               R2

r2 R' R'p                                 R'2

u, iR,S') (Rp.zp R2©Z2

u2 ír',s) (r;zp) R'2®Z2

vi iR,L) (Rp,z;)©Zp R2®L2

v2 ír',l) (r;,zp)©z; r'2®l2

t iR + R',L) (Rp,z;)©(Rp,Zp) R2®R'2@L2

Theorem 3.1 tells us that the number of various types of indecomposable

summands in a decomposition of Mpis invariant. We thus have as invariants for

Mp and hence for M

Si + l + Vi, s2 + l + v2, ru r2, u1 + v1 + t, u2 + v2 + t.

From the structure of M/M0 as an S[a]-module, we see that the total number

each of S, S ' and L appearing in summands of M is also an invariant of M, whence

we have the additional invariants st + u2 and s2 + ut. It is a simple exercise to

verify that these eight invariants determine M up to SG-isomorphism if S = Z2p.

We can now easily show, taking S to be either Z or Z2p,

Theorem 3.2.   Any finitely generated, S-free, SG-module M can be written

M s S(S1) + S'(S2) -i- L(,)+ (l/¡áR)(,l) + ((0 - 0)17, R(rj)+ (C7i{R,S')(B,)

+ ((0 - 0)17, R,S)M + iUhR,L)<vú+iiB - 0)Ly?,L)(B2)

+ (R + (0"-0)[/ivR,L)(O,

where   l-\i — h,   and   the   invariants:   sx +1 + vlt   s2 + l + v2,   u1+v1 + t,

u2 + v2 + t, s2 + «x, st 4- u2, ru r2, and the ideal class of
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(n uiô) ai uit) (u uo ai u'r) on ulx) (n ̂  (n uo
ô a r/ ç A u V

in R0 determine M up to Z2pG-isomorphism.

4. The group ring and projective modules. SG considered as a left SG-module

is indecomposable [15] of S rank 2p and hence must be a module of the

form (7? + (0 — 9)U¡R,L). It is necessary only to determine the class of Ut in R0.

Since SG/®pib)SG s A, we see that A £ R + (0 - B)UtR.

In §1 (1.2) we remarked that the class of ideals in R0 which is an invariant

of A is the class of principal ideals in R0. It follows immediately that

SG^(R + (B-9)R,L).
To simplify the notation throughout the rest of this section, we shall denote

R + (9 — 9)UiR by M¡ for 1 _: i _^ h, having renumbered the U¡, if necessary,

such that the ideal class of Uu [l/J = [7?0] the class of principal ideals in R0.

Thus R + (B-9)R = M¡. We shall denote (R + (B-6)UitL), that is, (M¡,L),

by Xt for lgi^h. Mi} will be used to indicate R + (B -0)17,17^ and

XiJ = (MiJ,L).

Let ^ denote the class of all finitely generated, free SG-modules and let &

be the class of all finitely generated, projective SG-modules. Then f c^, and

we may define an equivalence relation on SP as follows:

Definition. Pt and P2 in SP are equivalent if and only if there exist Ft and

F2 in & such that P1 + Fl^P2 + F2, as SG-modules.

We shall denote the equivalence class of P in SP by {P}. By {0} we shall mean

the set of all Pea* such that P -i- Fe& for some Fe&; and by -{P}, the

class of all P' 6 SPp such that P 4- P' eiF. The set of classes of ^ under this

relation form a group called the projective class group. We have

Theorem 4.1. (Swan [15]; see also [2].) 7/ P is a projective SG-module,

P can be written P = P0 + F where F is a free SG-module and P0 is a projective

ideal of SG.

If P0 is a projective ideal of SG, QP0 S QG. Then P0 must have S-rank 2p.

The h nonisomorphic left ideals of SG, X¡, 1 = i S h, constitute a complete set

of indecomposable SG-modules having S-rank 2p. We shall show each Xt to

be a projective ideal of SG.

X¡ is projective if and only if Ext(Xt,A) = 0 for each SG-module A.

Ext(Xi,A) = 0 if and only if Z, ®sExt(Xt,A) = 0 for each prime g|[G:l].

But Zq ®sXi ^ Z„G and ExtZ(jG(ZaG,Zfl4) = 0 whence, since Zq ®sExt(Xj,4

s ExtZnG(Za®sX¡,Za®s4)> it follows that Xt is projective.

Lemma 4.1.   X¡ + Xj s Xy 4- ̂ y /or 1 <: i, j ^ A.

Proof. If *f = (Mi, L ; F(i)) and X¡ = (M,, L; Fu)) where F(i) g B(L, M) and

FU)eB(L,Mj), then
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X¡ + Xj S (M¡ + Mj, L+L;F)

where Fgil1,l2) = iF¡i\ll),F¡J\l2)) defines an FeBiL+L,M¡ +Mj). The map

4> of M¡ + Mj onto Mt + Aí0- given by

4>((ri,m¡),(r2,mj)) = ((rx,m¡ + m,), (r^otmj - /Sm,)),

where irl,mi)eMi and ir2,mj)eMj and a and /? are elements of U¡ and l/,,

respectively, chosen so that a + /J=l, is an SG-isomorphism. It follows that

the map \¡j of (Mf + M ,L+ L; F) onto (Mj + M¡j,L+L; F') given by

\¡/(Mt + Mj,L+L;F) = (<l>(Mi + M/),L+ L; (¡>F) is also an SG-isomorphism,

F', of course, being <¡>FeB(L+ L,Mt -i- Mi}). Since (Mt + MijyL+ L;F') is

decomposable, it may be written as a direct sum of indécomposables involving

only R, (0 - 0)R, (0 - 0)[/¡l/;R and L, or S and S'. Since it is isomorphic to a

direct sum of projective modules, we must have (Mt + M¡j, L+ L)^(M1,L)

+ (My,L) implying that X¡ + X¡sX, + Xu.

Lemma 4.2.   X¡ + X¡ S Xk + X, if and only if [I/,] [[/,] = [l/J [I/,].

Proof. By Lemma 4.1, Xt + X¡ £ Xt + XtJ 2 (Mj + My,L-i- L). Thus if
X¡ + Xj = Xk + X„ there exists an SG-isomorphism of Mj + MtJ onto Mt + Mkl.

By Lemma 1.4, [l/J[t//] = [t/»][t/j]. The converse is an immediate conse-

quence of Lemma 4.1.

If P is any projective SG-module, by Theorem 4.1 P=?Xt + F for some

1 g i g h and {X¡}, the projective class of X¡ is the same as {P}. If

Xx + X¡ S -Yt + Xj, by Lemma 4.2 [rj¡] = [I/,]. Then by Proposition 2.3

X, S Xj-. Since X1 S SG and {0} = {Xt}, it follows that

Proposition 4.1. Xt + Fl^X} +F¡, where F{,Fj are free SG-modules of

equal SG-rank, if and only if Xt s X¡.

Further, X¡ e {0} if and only if Xt + F = F'. But this is the case if and only if

X¡ + F ^Xx + F" and  by Proposition 4.1  Xt^Xt and conversely, that is,

Proposition 4.2.   X¡e{0} if and only if Xt is a free SG-module.

We are now able to establish the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.2. There are h projective classes of SG-modules given by {Xt}

for i = \,'",h. In particular, the projective class group of SG is isomorphic

to the ideal class group of R0.

Proof. Let p be a mapping of the projective class group of SG into the ideal

class group of R0 given by p: {Xt} -* [[/,]. By Proposition 4.1 X¡ + F¡ S X¡ + F¡

implies [l/J = [l/J, so p is well defined. Since X¡ + X¡ = X^ + XtJ and

{Xj = {0}, we have p: {X, -i- Xj] -» [l/J [l/,]. But p({Xt}) ■ pi{Xj}) = [l/J \Vj\;
hence p is a homomorphism. p is obviously onto. That it is 1-1 follows from

Proposition 4.1; thus p is the desired isomorphism.
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